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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the (1) background of study, (2) statement of problem, 

(3) purpose of study, (4) significance of study, (5) scope and limitation, and (6) 

definition of key terms. Each section is presented as follows. 

1.1 Background of the Study  

English has been known as global language. Many countries make it into 

second language and foreign language. It shows that English language has important 

role in these countries. Crystal (2003) argued, a language achieves a genuinely global 

status when it develops a special role that is recognized in every country. English has 

proven it, not a few of countries use it. Many countries learn to speak English in order 

to communicate with other people from different country. So, all of people from 

different countries can communicate each other by speaking the English. This role 

makes English known as Global language that is a language used by all of people in 

any countries. For this case, almost all countries try to teach their citizen about 

English to make them able to compete with another country, even in social, economic 

and education.  

Indonesia is one of countries that put English as a foreign language. Indonesia 

also tries to teach their citizen, especially young generation or students, about English 

language. Students can find English lesson in any level of schools in this country. 
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English is a lesson that has been recognized as the important subject has to be learned 

by any students in any level of school. English not only becomes a subject to be 

learned in a school, but also needed to face global future which is as a tool of 

communication later. So, there is no doubt in teaching English because teaching 

English to students is a must.  

In Indonesia, English is a compulsory subject in elementary school, Junior 

High School, senior high school and university. Each level of schools has its own 

criteria in teaching English. Besides, English is also taught in another type of school 

such as Vocational High School. This kind of school is equivalent with Senior High 

School, but the lessons which are taught have different focuses because of the type of 

school itself. Based on Decree of Education System in Indonesia number 20, 2003 

section 15, Vocational education is a high school which prepares the students 

especially for working in certain field. The material that is taught in Vocational High 

School is called as English for Specific Purposes. ESP is different from teaching 

general English, because as the terminology, English for specific purposes are 

teaching English for certain purposes. The purposes are designed based on the 

concentrate of the students in that school. In the other words, students in 

telecommunication class will be taught English related to telecommunication; and 

students in technical class will be taught English related to technical. In essentials, 

teacher should find what are needed by the students in their class.  
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Vocational High School is one of school stages that has a purpose to prepare 

the students to be ready to work. Vocational education is expected among other 

things to assist students to acquire relevant occupational and technical skills, prepare 

for future occupations, and make successful transition from school to world of work 

(Abdullahi, 1993). Based on the statement above, English in Vocational High School 

is expected to be able to give anything needed by the students to work after graduate 

from the school. The way of the teacher’s teaching is not different with the teachers 

in another type of school do, but the difference is in the materials development 

because practices become the priority in this kind of school. Therefore it has its own 

way in developing the materials for teaching, in which the materials will supply the 

students in their job later.  

Teaching vocational English in Vocational High School also has certain book 

as the sources. However, not all textbooks are good or appropriate with the students’ 

needs. As some teachers usually do, only one textbook is not enough for teaching. So, 

teachers need to develop the materials before teaching. As Agustina (2015) found in 

the previous study, the content of English textbook for teaching at Vocational High 

School presented all of the minimum criteria of a good textbook. However, it was 

found that there were misplace and inappropriateness materials that were found in 

several units of the textbook. If the teacher follows the textbook only, the students 

may will find confusion in learning that materials. As Agustina explained, there were 

misplace and inappropriateness materials in several units of the textbook. It is the 
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teacher’s duty to develop the materials in such finding another sources that more 

appropriate with the students’ needs.  

Just like what Masuhara (in Thomlinson, 1998) said, teachers can even be said 

to be the central figures in materials development, for they are the ones who select 

materials (or, at least have some influence in the selection process), who actually 

teach the materials and who sometimes have to rewrite materials. Agustina’s finding 

is also supported by Trisyanti (2003), her study found that some EFL teachers spend 

a great deal of time searching for textbooks appropriate to their learner’s needs. But 

teachers usually discover that the chosen textbook does not contain exactly what their 

students require. This finding explains that how hard it is to find a good textbook for 

teaching. Furthermore, Faridi (2008) found in the previous study that in developing 

material, teacher need to accommodate the the sociocultural aspects when designing 

the material. So, in addition to find a good textbook, teacher also needs to develop the 

material based on the students’ characteristics by analyzing their sociocultural, daily 

habit, and what the students’ prefer to in learning English.  

 Talking about Material Development, a teacher has to find clear definition 

first what is meant by Material Development itself. Material Development means 

developing the material which is not only use one source for teaching but using any 

kinds of another material that can be used. As Tomlinson (1998) states, Materials 

Development refers to anything which is done by writers, teachers or learners to 

provide sources of language input and to exploit those sources in ways which 
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maximize the likelihood of intake. Based on the Tomlinson’s statement, Material 

Development is one of important thing that should be designed by the teacher before 

teaching. He said that materials development means anything, so it can be another 

sources than textbook only. In a case, teacher teaches reading for the students by 

using textbook of reading materials. It is not enough if only use the textbook, the 

teacher can give the students a piece of English news paper for them to read, because 

news paper is an authentic material that they can find everyday in their daily life. 

Donowan (in Thomlinson, 1998) is in line with Tomlinson, he said that rather than 

trying to arrive at a final, definitive state for materials, such development is often a 

continuing open-ended process of refinement.  

 Based on the background, it is necessary for the researcher to study about the 

material development in teaching English for the second grade students at Kotaanyar 

Vocational High School, Probolinggo. It studies about how the teacher develops the 

material in teaching the English. This school is chosen as the subject of the study 

because though the teacher did not graduated from Faculty of Teacher Training and 

Education, the materials for teaching are received in well by the students.  

1.2 Statement of the Problems 

  Based on the background of the study, the problems are formulated as 

follows: 
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1. How does the teacher develop the materials in teaching English for the second 

grade students at Kotaanyar Vocational High School, Probolinggo?  

2. How are the students’ responses toward the materials that are developed by the 

teacher in teaching English for the second grade students at Kotaanyar Vocational 

High School, Probolinggo?  

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

Related to the statement of the problems, the purposes of this study are: 

1. To know how the teacher develops the materials in teaching English for the 

second grade students at Kotaanyar Vocational High School, Probolinggo. 

2. To know how the students’ responses toward the materials that are developed by 

the teacher in teaching English for the second grade students at Kotaanyar 

Vocational High School, Probolinggo. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

The study is expected as an additional knowledge in Developing Materials in 

teaching English for teacher and also the next researcher. The researcher hopes that 

the teacher will develop the materials carefully based on the goals of the teaching 

level that prepares the students to be ready to work then. Besides, the teacher is also 

hoped that he/she will give so much attention to the students’ responses toward the 

material that has been developed. Furthermore, the researcher will contribute to the 
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developing materials in teaching English in Vocational High School. For the next 

researchers, hopefully, they will gain new knowledge of this study.  

 

1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study 

Based on the background of study, the researcher analyzes the materials’ 

development in English class, focusing on how the teacher develops the materials and 

the students’ response towards the materials. This study is limited to the second grade 

students for semester I at Kotaanyar Vocational High School, Probolinggo. 

1.6 Definition of the Key Terms 

1. “Vocational High School is a form of education whose primary purpose is to 

prepare persons for employment in recognized occupation.” (Okoro, 1993: 4). 

2. “English for Specific Purposes is English that is not taught as a subject 

separated from the students’ real world; instead, it is integrated into a subject 

matter area important to the learners.” (Fiorito, 2005: 1). 

3. “Material Development is anything which is done by writers, teachers or 

learners to provide sources of language input and to exploit those sources in 

ways which maximize the likelihood of intake.” (Tomlinson, 1998: 2). 

 


